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Caa thomas cook atol claim form

— British Civil Aviation Authority (@UK_CAA) on 7 October 2019 Several people told the BBC on Monday that they had completed the form, but when they tried to submit it they received a report telling them that there had been an unmanageable error in processing this flow. Contact your administrator.
Joly Shapley told the BBC that she tried to put up her claim at 08:16 BST, but without success. At 8:20 A.M., I called their helpline and after 10 minutes I got to the handlers who... suggested I try it later. She assured me [there was] no problem making more attempts, but he told me that she wasn't allowed
to make my claim over the phone. Since then I have made seven other attempts to complete this online form. Unfortunately, even though the CAA had more time to prepare this process it seems too fragile for its purpose, he said. Sue Nicolson said she tried to submit her application a dozen times. The
60-day timetable for refunds starts only after they have been eligible, so how long will we have to wait for the thousands of pounds we owed for the holiday we were due to leave on this Friday?, she said. The CAA said people who paid by cash would get their money back by 14 October. Anyone who has
purchased a trip with Thomas Cook will be subject to the Atol licensing scheme. Customers would receive an Atol certificate when they booked. This means that the cost of any holiday booked at the collapsed firm will be refunded. The CAA launched a return website as the last flight bringing
holidaymakers back to emergency repatriation landed on Monday morning. The few remaining passengers who have not returned to a flight organised by the CAA will have to make their own plans, although those covered by the Atol system will be returned. CAA chair Dame Deirdre Hutton said she was
deeply relieved that Operation Matterhorn, a two-week operation to return 150,000 passengers to the UK after the package tour company collapsed last month, was over. Staff worked like Trojans 24 hours a day to help everyone, but it was just task one, now it's task two, she said, referring to the refund
process. Meanwhile, employees of the collapsed firm were not paid for September and must apply for pay and redundancies at the Redundancy Office (RPS). About 9,000 workers in the UK were left out of work when the business failed to secure a last-ditch rescue deal. The travel agency collapsed in the
early hours of September 23 after it failed to recover rescue funds from its banks. The Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy Committee has launched an investigation, with MPs focusing on the company's management. The Financial Reporting Board, the accounting watchdog, will also investigate the
company's audit. Travel &amp; leisure industryThomas Cook collapseCompaniesThomas Cook Group Thomas Cook customers whose holidays have been cancelled have tried their compensation after the claims website crashed under unprecedented demand shortly after launch. The collapse of the 178-
year-old travel agency in September triggered the biggest cost reimbursement process of its kind. To simplify the process, the British Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) on Monday morning launched an online form for affected Athena customers to get their money back. I newsletter the latest news and
analysisBut some of the tens of thousands of people logging in received an error message after entering their details, meaning that their claim was not submitted. The CAA apologised and said it had experienced unprecedented demand and was unable to save customers' information. She urged people to
try again later. One Thomas Cook customer posted on Twitter: 'What the hell are you doing? You've had weeks to make sure this system is robust. Others called on the CAA to urgently resolve the issue. Frustrating'Consumer rights expert Adam French for which? acknowledged that the situation was
frustrating for customers, but added: It is important that customers persevere and not change to alternative websites as we have seen scammers trying to take advantage of this situation by set up to convince fake money websites to fleece customers. The problems appear to have been resolved later in
the day when the CAA announced 40,000 applications had been successfully lodged by 4pm on Monday. More than 360,000 bookings, which cover trips that would have been taken by 800,000 people, are expected to be returned via an online form on thomascook.caa.co.uk/refunds. The Airline
Organiser's (Atol) licence entitles customers flying from the UK to a full refund if the travel agent they have booked as a result of the collapse. Customers who were abroad when the Thomas Cook closure was announced can claim the cost of replacing protected parts of their trip or spending out of pocket
due to delayed flights. A refund within 60 days the CAA said it aims to repay customers with valid claims within 60 days. More than 24,000 collection installments are already in the process, with all automatic collection refunds on the way to be refunded to customers from 14 October.Customers who
previously wrote to the CAA for a refund will have to submit their application again via the online form. Richard Moriarty, chief executive of the CAA, said: We know customers are devastated by the cancellation of their holiday. Those who have bought a sheltered holiday at travel agency Thomas Cook are
entitled to a full refund of any money they have paid for the cost of the holiday. In addition, the athero protected passengers who were abroad when the company went into liquidation, they could claim out of pocket expenses. The full number of refunds means that this will be the largest ever atheroma
reimbursement program. The CAA is working around the clock with our partners to ensure customers get their refunds as quickly as possible, he added. Thomas Cook collapsed 178 years in business (Photo: Reuters)Britons stranded abroad Thomas Cook went into liquidation on September 23 after
efforts to rescue the 178-year-old holiday giant fell through. All flights were grounded, leaving British customers stranded abroad in countries around the world. The government and caa quickly began the largest process of repatriation in peacetime to bring holidaymakers home. About 140,000 Thomas
Cook passengers have travelled home on 150 planes in the past two weeks. Operation Matterhorn flew the last customers back to the UK on Monday morning. Customers without Atol protection should contact their insurance company or card provider to see if they can get their money back. Tens of
thousands of people have been left to face cancelled flights and ruined holidays following the Thomas Cook crash. Many holidaymakers will wonder how they can claim back money for their trips after the 178-year-old holiday company went into liquidation after it failed to save the last ditch. I newsletter the
latest news and analysisSa company, which today confirmed that it has ceased trading, had 21,000 employees worldwide and around 600 British travel agents, as well as its own airlines. Many Thomas Cook holidays have come with the protection of the Airline Organiser's (Atol) licence – here's what you
need to know about what the regulations mean and how to make a claim. How does atheroma protection work and how do I know if I have one? The Aol is a scheme designed to protect customers flying from the UK if a travel agent has booked a trip with collapses so they do not lose money or remain
stranded. The regulations mean that those booking a flight or package, including flights, should be issued with an aol certificate when they pay for a reservation if it is protected. Those with Atol protection are entitled to full compensation for their cancelled leave, according to the government-backed Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA). Persons currently abroad may also claim the cost of replacing the protected parts of their journey by Atol and other costs they may incur as a result of cancellations or delays. The Thomas Cook crash has affected tens of thousands of people (Picture: Shutterstock)The Civil
Aviation Authority will begin a service to manage all compensation by Monday 30 June. This refund service will endeavour to process all refunds within 60 days of receipt of the complete information. She urged customers not to submit anything to the CAA in the meantime while it deals with the UK's
biggest repatriation programme. Atol protection applies to many air trips and holidays booked with British travel agents, including most tours from Thomas Cook.But not all holidays are protected by the Atol, including some that flights or hotel only, so check your booking to see if you have been sent a
certificate which will also indicate who is the route protected. If the another airline that is not part of the Thomas Cook group, please contact the said travel service provider. If your flight or holiday is not protected by an atheroma, you can still claim from your insurance provider, credit card erator or bank.
The CAA initially said it would launch a service to process Atol claims for Thomas Cook customers on 30 September.But has since said it will launch an online refund system on 7 October to cope with demand. The report said: 'We hope to pay a refund within 60 days of receiving a valid refund form.
Collection customers will be refunded within 14 days, but others will have to wait up to 60 days, with 360,000 customers waiting for payment. It said it was providing further information on how to make a claim and how to find the form on its website, but added that it was currently focusing on a
comprehensive repatriation program. As a general rule, persons on holiday protected by Atol must complete the athera application form and provide proof of reservation, protection of the auol and payments made to the travel service provider. Thousands of tourists face cancelled flights. (Photo by
REUTERS/Phil Noble) Each claim varies slightly depending on the protection provided. Details on how to fill out the form can be found here and include the provision of personal information, booking information and crash details for your provider. If you need help and advice in settling disputes with
atheists, you can also contact Citizens Advice, Trade Association ABTA or The Travel Trust Association.What if I am currently abroad? Up to 150,000 people from the UK were on holiday with Thomas Cook by the time it collapsed. The CAA and the government have launched an operation to bring
tourists home to the UK, with flights chartered for operation from now until 6 October.Details of flights scheduled by the CAA to get passengers back to the UK will be posted on the thomascook.caa.co.uk website, broken down by country. Passengers can book alternative flights home themselves, but CCA
warns that it may then not be possible to claim back money for a flight under the Atol system if a replacement flight has already been arranged by the body. Thomas Cook Group, including a British travel agent and airline, has ceased trading with immediate effect. All #ThomasCook, including flights and
holidays, have now been cancelled. Visit: pic.twitter.com/BxJMv5Yaw1 — UK Civil Aviation Authority (@UK_CAA) September 23, 2019 CAA adds that those who have return flights booked as part of a package not linked to Thomas Cook may still be in service, so it's worth checking. Passengers whose
return flights to the UK are over on 6 October may have their own travel arrangements to return home, but may also be able to claim back costs if the original trip was protected by the Atol. More information for affected passengers is provided by the CAA on the dedicated Thomas Cook passengers in need
of further assistance can contact on 0300 303 2800 from the UK or on +44 1753 330 330 from abroad, but call charges apply.Information will also be posted on the CAA's Twitter feed. As of March 30, the CAA said all Thomas Cook flights had been cancelled, and people with upcoming flights from the UK
with Thomas Cook Airlines should not travel to the airport until they have booked a replacement flight. The civil aviation authority's dedicated website is the best source of advice and information for #ThomasCook customers. Information on return flights will be provided on this dedicated website together
with wider passenger advice. pic.twitter.com/Xm7bbSl5z5 – UK Civil Aviation Authority (@UK_CAA) September 23, 2019 Despite efforts to work with stakeholders over the weekend and secure new funding, Thomas Cook confirmed it had failed and had no choice but to take steps to enter into



receivership with immediate effect. Peter Fankhauser, chief executive of Thomas Cook, said: We have been working exhaustively in recent days to resolve outstanding issues relating to the agreement to secure Thomas Cook's future for its employees, customers and suppliers. Although the agreement
was largely agreed, the additional instrument required in the last days of the negotiations presented a challenge that ultimately proved insurmountable. It's a matter of deep regret for me and the rest of the board that we haven't been successful. I would like to apologise to our millions of customers and to
the thousands of employees, suppliers and partners who have supported us for many years. Despite the huge uncertainty in recent weeks, our teams have continued to put customers first and show why Thomas Cook is one of the nicest brands in travel. Generations of customers entrusted their family
holiday to Thomas Cook because our people kept our customers at the heart of the business and maintained the spirit of innovation of our founder. It's a very sad day for a company that has pioneered tours and has already combined travel for millions of people around the world.
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